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About This Game

Navigate a tale as unpredictable as the seas in this shoot-em-up arcade that will blow you away! Vibrant visuals and oldschool
gameplay collide to provide a shoot em’ and loot em’ adventure you won’t want to miss. Pursue a legendary adversary across
Caribbean waves, Asian thunderstorms and the deceptive calm of the Sargasso Sea. Can you send hordes of skeleton boats,

turtle ships and great warships to Davey Jones while chasing visions of riches and revenge?

Key features:
Dynamic gameplay – shoot’em, loot’em and don’t forget to keep maneuvering!
Simple control – just move and fire, no complicated combinations and menus.

Storyline - Vivid storyline with unexpected twists and turns.
Lots of various enemies - you will encounter very different enemies, from whaleboats to turtle ships, from tiny junks to most

massive sailing warships ever built.
Bosses - Three completely different “bosses” present intense challenges.
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Twelve wonderful seas in three regions – from the azure Caribbean waves to harsh northern waters, from the Asian
thunderstorms to deceptive calm of the Sargasso Sea.
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Title: Revenge of Roger Rouge
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Trazzy Entertainment
Publisher:
Trazzy Entertainment
Release Date: 22 Apr, 2016
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This is a mobile phone port. Won't play full screen. It's just mindless shooting but fun. It's a good game for me and my four year
old. Only recommended if you want mindless entertainment or have kids.. SICKKKKKKKK. "Fifteen men on the dead man's
chest--
...Yo-Ho-Ho and a bottle of Rum!
Drink and the devil had done for the rest--
...Yo-Ho-Ho and a bottle of Rum!"

Is Captain Morgan a Cyborg? UFO? Is this a joke?

10\/10 - for the game final!!!! ;). \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665game

10\/10. This is not how a sailboat shoots, silly - you're thinking of another kind of ship!

In all seriousness this game is an age of sail shmup reskin that looks like a school project in scope and quality - get if on a
discount for the trading cards maybe.
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This is a very hectic, scrolling shooter. I was expecting more freeform nagivation, but it's just swarms of different ships with
different types of firepower coming from the right as you progress from the left. I should've noticed the "shoot-em-up arcade"
part in the description.

You can pick up power-ups that will change your cannons to use fireballs, mines, and so forth. Your ship, as well as the
enemies, fires in different directions and at different distances. Since it's continuously scrolling, it's very important to dodge and
fire as fast as you can. If you're lucky, you'll pick up repair items and extra lives.

It's quite a straightforward arcade shooter, except it's boats instead of spaceships or airplanes. This isn't my usual type of game,
but if you like shooters where you are constantly moving forward, you only can move Up\/Down\/Left\/Right within your
current frame, and you just shoot like crazy with unlimited ammo while avoiding getting blitzed by an abnormal number of
enemy ships... then this might be for you. It's only $0.99, so why not?

---

For more... My Reviews || My casual gaming... Group | Curator Page. This is the kind of game you get in a ceral box. Not even
worth the dollar I paid. Web browser game sold on steam.... 100% Oldschool Shoot-em up GAME!!

9\/10

P.S. Trading Cards are very expensive!
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